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RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Join the University of Pretoria’s Faculty 
of Engineering, Built Environment and 
Information Technology and join a 
world-class research institution.

• Environmental potential
• Heritage and cultural landscapes
• Human settlements and urbanism

KEY RESEARCH IMPACT 

EBIT’s Department of Architecture 
focuses on the design and realisation 
of meaningful environments for 
users across varying scales. It houses 
researchers in the complementary 
fields of architecture, interior 
architecture and landscape architecture 
who understand the unique synergy 
of the three fields, and approach these 
with a respect for both the landscape 
and cultural context.

RESEARCH PRIDE

Exceptional research facilities
• Living Laboratory 

As part of the Department’s celebration of its 75th year 
of existence, the Boukunde Building is being upgraded to 
establish a living laboratory and pedagogical space that 
will inspire research-led design and enable international 
collaboration. The building provides an excellent case study 
of a green retrofit of academic buildings that also provides 
opportunities for ongoing research on occupant wellbeing, 
including indoor air quality, lighting and acoustics. Because 
the building includes both naturally ventilated spaces and 
a range of mechanically ventilated and conditioned spaces 
that mimic open-plan office environments, it provides an 
excellent test bed for interventions that do not require 
transformation of the building envelope. 

South African National Research Foundation  
(NRF)-rated researchers
• Prof C Du Plessis (C1 NRF-rating)
• Prof RC Fischer (C2 NRF-rating)
• Prof CS Breed (C3 NRF-rating)

Top rating
In 2017, the QS World Rankings placed the Department third 
in Africa, among the top 25 in the BRICS countries, and among 
the top 200 architecture and built environment programmes 
in the world.



Alumni of the Department are design thinkers. This is an 
increasingly valued skill in the business world. Honours 
graduates can register as senior candidate technologists or 
interior designers. To be a professional architect, interior 
architect or landscape architect, one must obtain the 
professional master’s degree in one’s chosen field. This is 
followed by a professional exam for which practical experience 
is required. Graduates can then register with the relevant 
professional or statutory bodies. Postgraduate qualifications 
are also a cardinal part of the pathway to academia. 

APPLY NOW: www.up.ac.za/en/online-application
Curriculum, rules and regulations: www.up.ac.za/en/yearbooks/2018/home

Faculty of Engineering,  
Built Environment and  
Information Technology

Fakulteit Ingenieurswese, Bou-omgewing en 
Inligtingtegnologie / Lefapha la Boetšenere, 
Tikologo ya Kago le Theknolotši ya Tshedimošo www.up.ac.za/ebit

CAREER PATHWAYS

POSTGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES

Architecture
BArchHons (Architecture)      BScHons Applied Science Architecture
MArch (Architecture)      MArch (Professional) (Architecture)      MSc Applied Science Architecture (Coursework)
PhD Architecture

Interior architecture
BIArchHons (Interior architecture)
MIntArch (Interior architecture)      MIntArch (Professional) (Interior architecture)
PhD Interior Architecture

Landscape architecture
BLArchHons (Landscape architecture)
MLArch (Landscape architecture)      MLArch (Professional) (Landscape architecture)
PhD Landscape Architecture

Postgraduate studies in the Department are expected to contribute to one of its three research focus areas: environmental potential, 
heritage and cultural landscapes or human settlements and urbanism. The Department is committed to research that is internationally 
recognised and locally relevant, bridges theory and practice, grows the understanding of the field, and is in service of society.

Environmental potential
This area of research considers the balance between human development needs and the environment’s potential to serve or 
provide for these needs. 

Heritage and cultural landscapes
This area of research considers the diachronic and synchronic understanding and analysis of the ecology of the cultural 
environment with application in the design of the built environment. 

Human settlements and urbanism
This area of research considers investigations into the current socio-spatial conditions of our urban environments that are 
influenced by economic migration, political redress and environmental distress. 


